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Poly crystalline and textured films can induce light scattering, affecting deeply the Spectroscopic Ellipsometry(SE) results. The literature details the Mueller
matrices properties with optical entropy and depolarization. The mathematical basis derived from the Lie Group theory algebra, describing depolarizing
systems, developed by S.R. Cloude, are an important issue. In the visible range optics, complementary applications exist for thin grating films, surface
scatterometry and biological turbid media for medical applications. The optical entropy provides a very powerful analysis technique yielding important surface
parameters such as depolarization and roughness, differentiating roughness character, enabling even scatterer’s classification. For nanotechnologies materials,
spectroscopic polarimetry specifies surface properties and films textures through an entropy concept.

The polarimetry field began as soon as the first Amplitude division polarimeters were proposed. Presently, most works are oriented to analyze objects like

gratings, and various diffracting objects, surfaces through their power spectral density (PSD). This is however mostly dedicated by the field of optical

diffraction scatterometry. We are concerned here, by surface depolarization mechanism and attempt is made to surface depolarization mechanism . This effect

is weak and for most (SE), the validity of the effective medium approximation ,(EMA) theory remains sufficient when processing the data.

Former results were introduced in the interpretation of Mueller matrices as soon as equipments with sufficient accuracy became available. Based on polar

decomposition, any depolarizing Mueller matrix [M] can be seen as a three matrices product yielding respectively, depolarization [MD], retardance [MR] and

diattenuation [MA] parameters. Then appeared new spectroscopic polarimeters: Liquid crystals and ferroelectric compounds were introduced in today’s

polarimeter which are available from different suppliers. but other are using modulators. With Generalized Ellipsometry, today’s SE systems are equipped with

rotating compensators. Mueller matrices corresponding to surfaces with different roughness have been reported. These data were often referred in recent papers

to corroborate theoretical models. Only main results are summarized here. The Bernouilli model provides the optical entropy, a very powerful analysis of some

statistical systems. Examples corresponding to the Nanotechnologies materials are then discussed

The Mueller matrix of a perfect reflector is given by M( , ) where , are the classical ellipsometry parameters. Such a matrix is perfectly non

depolarizing, thus unrealistic. This is the so-called Mueller-Jones matrix. Later, with the developments of Generalized Ellipsometry, and with physical data.,

a “depolarization factor had to be introduced (~unity in the case of a perfectly smooth surface). In the same time, Mueller matrices can be evaluated as the

composition of a diattenuation and a retardation factors induced from the interaction of light with the sample. In earlier studies, Ramsey already emphasized

the ellipsometric measurements limitations in front of a significant surface roughness. The Mueller Cloude’s decomposition gives today the real

understanding of the depolarization effects.

A Way to Handle the Mueller Matrix Representation 

Mueller matrix specific elements analysis versus global Mueller Matrix representation: A global representation 

through the Poincaré sphere is more convenient :. Complete behavior the Mueller matrix [Mij] has to be 

considered instead only few of its elements. The corresponding  Stoke vector is displayed. then with a radius 

equal to its  degree of Polarization, DoP(S’). For a depolarizing Mueller matrix, the DoP(S’) surface turns as a 

distorted sphere. 

The Ellipsometric measurements are limited 

when the reflector surface roughness becomes 

significant or in case e.g. of incoherently  reflecting 

samples. Non diagonal null matrix elements are 

detected, i.e.  

The Mueller matrix Decomposition: How to present experimental Data ?

We adopted the classical representation of the state of polarized light,
through the Poincaré sphere. Sample are studed such as one desire to know , the
specific behaviour of the surface reflecting sample , or effect of the transmitted
light coming from the samples . The Mueller matrix M will give this information
through the analysis comparing the Stokes vectors of the light S,S’ respectively
before and after interaction with the sample. will be modified .such as

Normalized and P<1 ( the dimmed sphere) and
Physically realizable Mueller matrix

The Cloude’s Decomposition of Mueller Matrices 

All the Mueller matrix elements are given, using the development of a coherency matrix. Following S.R. 

Cloude, using the SU2->SU4 homorphism, the coherence matrix H and the Mueller matrix M can be 

written  under the following  parametric form : All the coefficients A, A0, B, C,… are given as all 

real quantities and

. The eigen values and eigen vectors decomposition of [H] will be 4 positive real values corresponding to an unique propagation Stoke

vector k. This decomposition theorem in 4 target components, are associated with the eigen values of the Hermitian coherency matrix

such as:
There will be 4 targets given by the orthogonal eigen vectors decomposition

issued from the coherency matrix

This method is largely applied in various domains such as for tissues imaging in medecine and  earth radar polarimetry

Applications:

The realizabilty of a Mueller matrix given by the Polarimeter can be directly evaluated through this decomposition: In the case of noise  it is

even known as a Mueller matrix filtering technique which can be applied to control  the instrument itself

Matrix Filtering

Analysis of the experimental data following the coherence matrix

decomposition

Example If   3 turns to be a negative

value:
Reasonable to substract the eigen vector contribution and 

take the resulting filtered Matrix as the best estimate

Filtering data [M ] always

inside the Poincaré unit  

sphere

Experimental data

Case of a random media and the Stochastics hypothesis .

For a stochastics system with a mean measured Mueller matrix [M] has to be written as <[M]>. Similarly, the model is built over the eigenvalues of the

coherency <T>. For a stochastic system, each eigenvector, is representing one of the possible states associated to the normalized eigenvalues, and with the 

probabilities Pi, of the system to be found in this state. The randomness of the system is then characterized, defining the Neumann entropy E, within the 

interval [0,1].

Within this so-called Bernoulli model,, one has an evaluation of a parameter

, taking the average of the form:

Within this so-called Bernoulli model,, one has an evaluation of a parameter

, taking the average of the form:

Within the Bernoulli model, one has an

evaluation of a parameter taking the

average of the form

Within the special case of diagonal matrices, for an isotropic depolarizer, the 

Mueller matrix is diagonal. The corresponding coherency <H> is also 

diagonal: In the [S=Entropy, ] space , it will turn to

m=

SAMPLESpl Entropy depolarization

Dielectric C 0.9902 0.0935523

Nylon 0.9842 0.125090

Dielectric S 0.0381 0.990365

polished Al  0.3microns  500 nm 0.5941 0.658

(exp errors correc) 0.6183 0.64199690
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Homomorphism S[U]4-> [O6] enable to relate the Mueller 

matrix M to the coherence matrix H
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Thin Films surface Characterization

Control of a spectroscopic polarimeter itself. While placing it in a  90° (open-air or 

free-space measurement) configuration, no depolarization occurs and the entropy 

should be kept to zero and the depolarization index being always unity( a pure 

Mueller Stokes system). This is a check within the spectroscopic range, of the 

polarimeter accuracies 
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Al equation ()

PET/Si SiNW/Si

Spectroscopic polarimetry, specifies surface properties and

films textures. Nanotechnologies material are considered

from smooth samples like aluminum (Al), to low

reflectivity thin films of plastic (PET), or silicon nano-wires

(SiNW) deposited on a silicon substrate. Compared to the

analytical equation, i) the aluminum film data remains in a

very high reflectivity limit [S=0, pD=1] ii) the SiNW film( it

can be seen as distribution of various components, (needle

and various shaped micro-crystal), the micron-sized light-

scatterers),. Shows a spectroscopic distribution (blue dots),

following surprisingly well, the universal character curve

finally, iii), the plastic PET film having to a less extent

micro impurities behave similarly (red diamonds),

anisotropic since well below the isotropic case limit.
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The Polarimetric Surface 

scattering model.

An alternative way to introduce surface disturbance roughness

is by a reflection symmetric depolarizing rotation of the Bragg

coherency matrix about un angle in a plane perpendicular to

the scattering plane. A configurationally averaging has to be

taken over a unit surface slopes distribution, S.R. Cloude

proposed a slopes distribution uniform of half width with

when b<b1, and zero [T] appears as:

<[T>]=

1 0 to 90°

Within this model the polarimetric coherency G=T12/√T11T22/ is only related to the surface

roughness and not of the dielectric properties of the considered material. It can be verified

in some cases, e.g., in the case of a 70° incidence measurement on both sides of a Silicon

wafer( (olished side with native oxide

and rough backside of the wafer.

Entropy pixel mapping is to

be applied to wafer surface

in a near future?


